
MINUTES OF THE MAY 21-22 1961 MEETING
OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE O4 CIVIL RULES

The second meeting of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules

convened in the Supreme Court Building an Sunday, May 21, 1961 at

9:30 a. m. The following members of the Committee were pre"snt

Dean Acheson, Chairman

George Cochran Doub

Shelden D. Elliott

John P. Frank

Arthur J. Freunad

Albert E. Jenmer

Charles W. Joiner

David W. Loulsell

John W. Meilvaine

W. Brown Morton, Jr.

Archibald M. Mull0 Jr.

Rossel C. Thomseon

Charles Alan Wright

Charles E. Wyeanshi

Benjamin Kaplan, Reporter

One member, Honorable Byron R. White, was unable to attend due

to business of an emergency nature.

John 1?. Frk ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~-



The Chief Justice was present during a part of the meeting.

Others attending were Senior United States Circuit Judge Albert B.

Marie, Chairman of the standing Committee on Rules of Practice and

Procedure; Professor James Williarri Moore, a member of the standing

Committee, and Chairman of the newly organized Committee on Evidence

Rules; Professor Brainerd Currie, Reporter for the Advisory Committee

on Admiralty Rules; Professor Thoxm a F. Green, Jr., Reporter for the

Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules; Professor Bernard J. Ward. Rpor.

ter for the Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules; Professor Hans Smit

and Mr. Arthur Miller of the Commission on International Rules of Judicial

Procedure; Harry LeRoy Jones, Director of the Commission on Inter-

national Rules of Judicial Procedure; Joel Handler, Research Assistant

to Professor Kaplan; Warren Olney M. Director of the Administrative

Ofice of the United States Courts; and Aubrey Gasque, Assistant Director

of the Administrative Office, who serves as Secretary of the standing

Committee on Rules of Practce and Procedure and the Advisory Corm

initteen.

The Chairman welcomed the two new members of the Committee,

W. Brown Morton, Jr., Esquire, and Professor Charles Alan Wright.

He then invited Judge Maris and Professor Moore to say a few words
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with respect to the Advisory Conmmittee on Evidence Rules.

Judge Mari stated that the Judicial Conference approved the

recommendation of the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure,

which was in line with what the Civil Rulee Committee had suggested,

that a committee be appointed to go forward with the study of the practi-

cability, feasibility and desirability of formulating such evidence rules,

The Chief Justice, pursuant to the action of the Judicial Conference,

decided not to appoint a fullUdress advisory committee for the first

step, but to wait until the actual decision was made as to whether to

formulate rules, and then to appoint a very repreoentative and strong

advisory committee. He has appointed an Ad Hoc Committee for the

preliminary task; with Professor Moore as Chairman, and the Chairmen

of the five Advisory Committees as members. Professor Green has been

appointed a Reporter for this first stage.

Professor Moore briefly outlined the program for the work of

the Committee and stated that it was hoped Professor Green would have

a tentative draft ready for consideration by early fall. He expressed the

desire to discuss informally the scope o the. study with the various members

of the Civil Rules Committee.
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The Reporter thanked the Chedrman and members of the Com-

mittee for their cooperation, and expressed particular thanks to Judge

Mari. for his wise cousel and ewxremely hard work in the preparation

of the amendments submitted to the Court in January.

TOPIC A. IMPLEADER AND RELATED MATTERS. RULES 5(a), 7(a),
14(a), Forms ZZ-A. Z,-B -

The Reporter, acting upon the Committee's decision at the

December meeting, that the impleader should be "as of right" unftl

the time of answer; thereafter application for leave to be made to the

court, submitted a draft of Rule 5(a).

He was faced with two drafting problems: (1) If the trne of

answer is taken as the cut-off point, or the approxmate cut-off point,

it could not be provided that the impleader of right shall have been com-

pleted through service by the time the answer is served, since that would

not allow adequate time to perfect the service of the third party complaint.

Accordingly. the Reporter drafted the rule in such a way that the third

party complant ned only have been fled during the time of the service

of the answer. (2) Mr. Doub raised the problem whether the cut-off

poirA should be the actual service of the answer, or its filing. It was

concluded that it must be service of the answer rather than the filing of

the answer.

7,A
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In order to solve a technical point raised by Professor Wright

involving time, the Reporter recommnended the rule be "loosened up"

to permit the third party complaint to be filed within twenty days after the

service of the answer.

After the explanation of the recommendations made by the Reporerq

the Chairman asked for discussion.

Mr. Joiner underlined the importance of the provision suggested

in Rule 14(a) that "Any party may move for severance, separate trial,

or dismissal of the third-party claim. " He then expressed concern re-

gardtig the provision as to time and suggested rather than twenty days,

instead of "at or before", it should read, "on the same day as. or before."

Various times were suggested: Judge Mcllvaine - 10 days;

Mr. Tenner - 5 or 3 days.

Mr. Frank said that the bar of his state was in favorof , 7and

14, but was in doubt regarding the requirement of service of answers on

all parties because one does not know who the other persons are without

having to go to quite a lot of bother.

MR. JOINER: "I still come back to support the draftsman here on this,

because it seems to me that we either serve upon a defendant whose address

is known, or give copies to the court in the event the address is not known,

then every defendant has an opportunity to get a copy of every paper in the

case. Now, we may not require the clerk to mail, maybe the defendant ha
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to go to the clerk'sa office to got a copy, but at least he can get a copy

that wayO, t

MR. DOUB: "The difficulties pointed up this morning all relate to the

effort to make the cut-off date the service of the answer. Now. actually

we are not dealing with the situation where there is default or lose of

rights by anyone. Our whole philosophy, as I recall our diecussion at the

December meeting, was that we did not need to take leave of court to

file a third party complaint down to the time of the filing of the answer,

and that is perfectly simple. It is a simple principle, and after that you

obtain leave of court. Why shouldn't we change this to merely provide

that. In other word&, instead of making service the time when you must

obtain leave, just say the filing of the answer. If the defendant wants to

bring in a third party, he does not need to obtain leave of court during the

time he has to file his answer. "

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "That wouldn't in the least cover Mr. Frank's

problem. He is raising the general question of the general consequences

of striking the whole problem of service as among defendants. As to your

point, I don't think you can use the filing of the answer an a cut-off date,

or even an approximate cut-off date, because there ti no set time for such

filing."



3UDGE THOMSEN:; It may not be filed for months after It is served. In

our district we always file the answer at once, but that is not universally

true. They may be served and nrA tiled. "

MR. LOUISELL: "To come back to this 'effective thereby' poh-A. I wonder

if there is really enough trouble to justify making a change. It seems to

me that the accepted tradition of the bar is to make service as needed.

arnd always to supply a copy when raxed. I think it would be well to

retain the language 'effective thereby' and avoid all problems when you

have an aboY-te requirement of service, even though there isn't realy

any effect upon the person served. '

MR. ACHESON; "Couldn't we paos this question on 'efgectsve thereby' for

a moment because as I understand hs discussion. this is no inherently

connected with. the rest of the amendment. It isn't connected with the

principle of the amendment. It comes from another amnendment of the

Reporter. Am I right about that?"

MR. FRANKi "Mr. Kapla in presenting this in a bundle"

PRQ3:SSOR KAPLAN: "It is not absolutely integrated. We are intent

that the third party defendant shall serve his third party answer upon the

defendant. That is important. But the amendment of Rule 5(a) is rather

broader than that."
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MR. ACHIESON: "Are we agreed with the first two purposes that you have

tried to accomplish as of right up to a date, the date you picked out as

the service? We have to add something to the service. We have a dis-

cueaion of that. Are we agreed that there should be Wing "as of right" up

to a short period after the service of the answer? la the Committee agreed

up to that point? What would be a good time - ten days Mr. Jenner ?"

MR. JENNER:"Ten days or five days. "

MR. ACHESON: "Is five days agreeable to the Gommittee? Without

objection, we have five days. "

The Chairmca then asked for a decision of Mr. Frank's probLem.

It was pvoposed to adopt the Michigan suggestion kA principle, which is that

7VM me''SJ on @ u m W)w'v cozie ko Ie serve& kzz atzgoewer or omer medea

in the enoeD This Is the oblgation tat rests upon the peroon who Jo serving.

He has to serve the motion or answer on any other person.

JUDGE THOMSEN; "I would like to speak in favor not of the Michigan

Rule, as Professor Joiner just stated. but upon his arguments in favor of

the rule as Professor Kaplan has drawn it. If you have to serve upon

people who have already made an appearance, you don't know which de-

fendants made an appearance. . I think the way this is dravn4 so that

you mall to the people you know. aud when you dond know them you give

therm to the clerk. "
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MR. J3NNER: "I would like to speak in favor of the Reporter's suggestion.

with the further suggestion that in the note you refer back to Rule 5 "

to those persons for whom you don't have addresses -- that Rule S provide

you ille those copies with the clerk, and their counsel may pick up ccpies

from the clerk when he enters an appearance. "

MR. FRANK: "Word it so that it says that if the party hasn't entered an

appearance, you can put it with the clerk. "t

This was satisfactory to the Cominttee.

MR. JENNER: "I intended to include in support of the Chairman striking

the words 'affected thereby. ' "

The second point discussed was whether anything should be done

about the added sentence "Any party may move for severance, separate

trial, or dismissal of the third-party claim. "

Mr. Joiner supported it strongly. Mr. Jenner supported also.

Mr. Joiner raised the question in the S%2h Circuit in the case

of Buckner v. 103t F1 ed. Supp. 279, which holds that ths rule

does not apply in the event of a contribution problem.

Mr. Jenner in Rule 5 suggeeted that the words "because of numerous

defendants" be stricken because you should not circumscribe the court on

its excusing of service in iubsoquent pleadings only to the ground of numerous

dofandats,
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The Reporter was granted leave to look further into the matter.

TOPIC B. SUPPLEMENTAL PLEANIG PERMITTED ALTHOUGH ORIRINAL
PLEAIXNG DEFECTIVE: RULE 1.5id)

The Reporter stated that the trouble started with a direction given

by the Comnittee to deal in the note with the statute of limitations and to

the general point that the supplement is subject to the same defenses to

which it would be subject if it were filed as an original pleading.

Mr. Joiner made a motion to approve the rule and urge the Reporter

to redraft the comment to eliminate any reference to the statute of Unita..

tions.

The motion was seconded.

MR. DOUB: "If you would interpret the sentence 'So leave to file a

supplemental complaint may be properly denied when it plainly appears

that the claim fresh1 y stated therein would be barred by the statute of

limifttions if pleaded in an original complaint in a new action.' If

you mean that it will be denied when It plainly appears, I think I could

go for alit.

The Reporter indicated that was the intention.

Mr. Acheson (after the coffee break) rephrased Mr. Joiner's ro;Uon

aa follows:



"To approve the Rule as drafted by the Reporter. To take

the first paragraph of the note as it stands, and add to that,

in language to be worked out by the Reporter, a short sentence

of disclaimer saying that nothing in this rule is to have any

effect whatever upon substantive rights having to do with the

statute of lrintations or laches or relation back.

The motion was carried.

TOPIC C, SUBSTITUTION FOR DECEASED PARTY: RULES 6(b),

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "The present rule is plainly defentive in two

respects: (1) that the tinie for substitution rune from the moment of

death even though the time of death be totally unknown; (2) substitution

must have been effected within a stated and immutable time which is now

two years . . . . Mr. Frank has raised the point whether there is any

need for thia eitension of time provision as it appears on page C-3a.

JUDGE MARIS: "It occurs to me that the Reporter's change of 'sha'

to 'may' takes care of this and makes unnecessary the spellng out of the

pwer to abstan[?]. It int mandatory to disoa within ix month

after suggestion of deatih. It would, therefore, be a discretimary act.

If at that time counsel said 'we neglected this and asked for more time.

the court would not have to dismiss. The court would have the opportunity

to eay 'We will hold this for thirty days '



Mr. Jenner also approved the use of "may" rather than "shall"

in line 19 of the Reporter's draft on page C-3 (Rule 25).

Mr. Frank suggested the Insertion in Rule 25. lines 1I.18 of

the Reporter's draft, of a time "within such additional period as the court

may permit under Rule 6(b)".

Mr. Joiner suggested taking out the clause "or within such '1
additiorialjeriod as the court may at any time allaw" and rely on 6(b)

to be the provision which would permit the exsnaion of time refer

to that in the note.

Mr. Frank asked if Mr. Jenner's and Mr. Joiner's problem might

not be oved if a 90 day period was set and state either in the rule or in

the note that 6'b) was an available solution. They agreed that it would.

After further discussion the Chairman phrased a motlio as follaws:

"That the rule should stand as drafted with the excephon that

the phrase 'or within such additional period as the court may

at any tine allow' be strickeng put a reference to 6(b) in the

note and have a form provided referring to this particular rule. U

Mr. Frank asked that the motion ginclude the incorporation in some

appropriate way excusable neglect an the limitation (in the note or the rule,

leaving that decision to the draftsman).

The moaAon was adopted.
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A motion was made to make the period 90 days. The motion

was adopted.

Mr. Jenuer informed the Committee of a problem in Rule 6 which

contains a prohibition against any extension of time provided for under

Rules 50(b), 52(b), 59(b), (d) and (e), 60(b), and 73(a) and (g). This

hu created serious problems with particular reference to motions for

extension of time to file motions for new trial under Rule 59. It was

agreed that this matt.r should be put on the agenda for the next meeting

Of the Comrmittee.

TOPIC D. REGULATION OF TIME AND ORDER OF TAKING DEPOITIONSi
REGULATION OF PAYMENT OF EXPENSE OF TRANS~W TION; MINOR
LANGUAGE CHANGES: RULE 3014),.M Cl UE3

A motion was made by Professor Louisell that the Reporter's

suggested amendment of Rule 30(a) by adding the sentence "The court may

regulate the time and order of taking depositions to serve the convenience

of the parties and witnesses and the interests of justice" be adopted, The

motion was adopted.

DISCUSSION OF RULE 30(c) RECORD OF EXAMINATIONI OATH;OBJECG0H,.

After briefing by the Reporter, the following comments ivere made:

MR. LOUISELL: "The party who initiates the proceedings of taking the

deposition has some responsibility for apportionment, almost inevitably."

PROFESSOR KAPLAN. "So it would not be right to oay that the ether party

mut pay it in whole, la thie wrong?"
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PROFESSOR JOINER: "I thian this to wrong - completely, and I apologize

to you for not being present when this was discussed the last time, I would

like to suggest something and obtain your comment.

"My first comment goes to the requirement which is in the "as -

that the discovery deposition be transcribed unlaes otherwise agreed. It

seems to me this put too much of a burden, the obligaticn to require

transcription, which is one of the expensive parts of discovery. I would

think that the rule at this point ought to be tahrst in a littie bit different

direction, and that it should not be required to be transcribed unless one

of the parties desires it to be transcribed.

"Th. nex step: having taken the deposition then, and having one

part, this may be the party who takes the deposition to begin with, or

it may be the party who appears to cross-examine, to take the deposition

to begin with, he beieves this to be of some significtane now at the trial

of the case. or for some other purpose he asks that it be transcribed.

I say at that point that he has the major burden of paying the eapene of

transcription unless the court would order otherwise. usteaed of putting

the burden upon the person who first took the deposition, it to Ithe person

who desires and wants to make use oi the deposition, other than just for

hearing what the deponent says, to pay the cost initially for the trans-

cription, and then permitting the court to apportion coost otherwiae if

there are some equitable grounds for apportionent.

7X start off from a little different positon, stUll giving the court
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discretion but in the absence of the exerd se of discretion, the burden

of the cost of the transcription will be borne by the person who is asking

that the depositions be written up, rather than the person who itiates

the talkng of the deposition.

JUDGE WYZANS iX "I suggest that the form as it now is drafted in really

the right form. One can't really foresee all the possible altuatliaws. But

let me give ayou one that will show that the way it is now drafted is quite

right. The plaintiff refuses to take the deposition of the witness for the

single purpose of fending out whether he was present at the scene of the

accident, and that is the only question he intends to put. He gets an mower

quite contrary to what he expects, and he doesn't want the deposition tran.

scribed for any purpose whatsoever. He thought that "WI' was not present.

It turns out that "W I in fact was present . The xanmination, though it

purports to be a cross'examination is in no real sense a cross-examination

of the defendant but the contrary of everything "WI' would ay. Under

those circunstances, of course, the defendant wants the transcription.

It would be quite right, it seems to me, for the defense to pay the tota

cost. It does not increase the plaintiff at all in having any part of the

transcript.

"'Althourgh it is a hypothetical case, and many different ones can be

imagined. I would leave It entirely to the district judge, who may decide that



the whole or some part thereof should be paid by the person who did not

call for the transcript."

MR. JOINER: "I think you prove my case, Judge . .

MR. LOUISELL: "It seems to me there may well be some merit to Professor

Joiner's argument. It is a radical reversal of the present philosophy, and

I think it should await determination and our thorough study on a practical

basis of the whole discovery process. So for the moment I would be content

to accept the proposed draft of Rule 30(c)."

PROFESSOR MOORE: "If it is not inappropriate -- before you go on with

these amendtnents I would welcome some discussion as to the deairabillty

of putting out this amedndmnt on discovery when you have a study on delay.

Presumably there would be other amendments offered. I have no objection

to these amendments, but on the whole they are not very substantial. Isn't

there a disadvantage to putting out piecemeal amendments? We have one

,Justice taling about picayune, haress amendments. 11

MR. JEr4NER: "I had assumed that in the diecovery field these were

tentative. There has been, for example. a gloss added in our district

by local rule adopted by the court without consultation with the bar, that

unlese depositions are written up in file with the clefk you may not even

use that deposition on the tria for purposes of impeachment. Whether
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the court had the power to adopt such a rule I am not at liberty to say,,

and I was going to ask Judge Mars if that local rule rose out of any discussion

in the Judicial Conference."

JUDGE MARIS: "No, I don't think so."

MR. JE!2NR: "What it does - Diecovery to expensive now, but this local

rule which has been adopted in our court adds tremendously to expense

because it requires us to write up and have transcribed all these depositions,

most of which are purely for purposes of discovery anyhow. That problem

and some other problems I thought would come along. I see now that I was

mistaken. I thought areas such as this were being considered tentatively

and we were reaching some conclusion in order to set it aside. but eventually

we would have a discussion of all these discovery problems. If It is per-

missible, I want to urge the Committee at scme stage, at least, the con-

sideration of the Mllinois practice that when you serve notice of taking a

deposition you specify whether it is for discovery or whether it is for evidence

purposes and with different consequences."

* O * a 0 4

MR. ACNEISMON "I think the Committee wants to take a look at everything

proposed about discovery and either decide to pass it or not. "

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "I want to call attention to the fact that this discovery

study is a study which we hope will involve fairly extensive factual investigation



so you won't come up with a proposal for some time -l it may project quito

considerably into the future. If these proposals have any merit and are tolerably

important we ought to go forward."

MR. FRANK: "I feel that the 30 and the 33 changes, all of which I support

as the draftsman has made them , ought to be approved tentatively and put

aside because they are simply too modest to be worth bothering the bar to

adjust to sorm thing that insignificant until we are ready to complete the

job. But I do not feel that way about Rule 35 which seems to me substaztal,

useful, and necessary, and that is the one on the blood relationship problem.

I would like to know your view. Do you feel that all the discovery proposls

should be tentative only, or do you adopt the view that we might adopt some

tentatively omd others definitively depending upon the drafts ?"

MR. ACHBE-ON: "The latter. I hought it would be a good idea to go through

everything that we have before us now on discovery, and make up our minds

tentatively whether this is useful or not. And when we get through vith it

see how much is really important to get out now, and if there is something

important to get out now -- get it out. I should be inclined to blieve that

we do not want to 'nibble' at this process.

MR. FRANK: Would a motion be in order that we approve the draft as given us,

adding some word to show that we are talking about the origia 1, for Rule 30

approve all of them tentvatvely, subject to further consideration of Professor
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Joiner's suggestion that perhaps we ought to have the opportunity to transfet |

the whole load to the fellow who asks for the deposition to be typed up, and

that we ought to have clearly the right e . but approve what we have now

as far an it goes."

PROFESR KAPLAN: "For immediate adoption?"

MR. FRANK. "No. tentatively only, to be disposed of finally in the light of

your further recommendations."

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "You mean at a later point tomorrow we should come

back . .. ? "

MR. FRANK: "My mug-estion was as to Rule 30 only we regard as falling

in the tentative character."

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "A. to that, I have no strong f aeling about 30(c)

or the minor amendments of 30(b) and 33. But it seems to me a matter

for consideration whether the change in 30(a) i. not significant enough to

be worth pressiag now, . "

MR. FRANK: I would movo that we approve 30(a) definitively and 30(b)

and (c) tentatively, subject to further consideration.

MR. LOUISELL: "Wouldn't it help our judgment if we first review all the

other discovery

MR. ACHESON: "This is what X was proposing. The reason we havt these



is solely and only because the prior Conmittee dealt with them. They

are not selected for any other reason in the world. This may tot be a

good reajon for putting them out at this time, or it may be. Therefore,

let's look at them, make up our mnmds what we think, and then review the

whole bueiness, and if. as Mr. Kaplan says, this first one is important,

put it out and hold the others back, or whatever conclusion the Committee

reaches.

"We were discussing Professor Joinerts suggestion."

MR. JOINER: "I hope we do not take any tentative or final decision upon

subsection (c) at this time, because this is one of the 5rcti01o with which we

will deal when we deal with expense and this is one of the major criticisms

in discovery. And to put out a draft on this particular suggestion and then

later come back with a different philosophy may make us look kind o funny.I

MR ACHE8QM: "Therefore you think it does no good even to discuss it?"

MR. JOINR: "It iU all right to discuss SentalveLy but I donit think we should

pass any motions approving or disapproving any particular Provision .

My state has specifically authorised the use of alectronic devices and recordft

ing dtvices in lieu of court reporters at this point. This i something we

ought to give conesderation at least, I don't thinl we are prepared here to

adopt it but it modifies this paxticular section"

,X. JENNER: "We also have that in Illinois and it has been in effect for six

years and wiorks fine.



MR. ACHIESON: "At the present time we have tentatively adopted (a) as

I .mderstand it. We have not talked about 30(b)."

PROF£OR KAPLAN: "That surely would fall under the rule of do minimis.

Itf there were any disposition not to go ahead with any oi the important matters

this would plainly be one of them. "

MR. ACHESON: "And (c). Professor Joiner says in any event he would

rather skip it. That would take jus through Topic E - - generally speaking

this Committee agrees with Proiensor Joiner and it would be better to pass

over 30(c).

MR. FRANX: "We have approved 30(a) and 30(b)?"

MR. ACHESON: "No, we have not approvnd anything at this moment except

tentatively 30(a). We have passed over (b) -- we haven't discuesed (b) at

all, and the Reporter says this to de rminiis and would not suggest that we

act on it, (c) we are now about to decide whether we shall just not act on it

because it requires more study in the light of the whole discovery work.

Does the Comrr~ttee agreae with Mr. Joiner's euggaetlon that we pass over

30(c) ? Is there any objection to pam sing over (c) ? "

JUDGE MC ILVAINE: "As I understand it 30(a) will be decided later

MR. ACHESON: "It may be the only one we have left."

MR. TRANK: "I would like also to move that we approve 30(b) to get it behind

us so we don't have to fool with it another time - rservng the question as

to when it should be offered."



MR. ACHESON: "Very well o is there any objection to that?"

There was no objection.

MR. ACHESON: "Very wel - those two are tentatively approved.

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "You might say the same for 33, John If it shold

survive then of course we would want to make (interruption) - he addition

of 'undue' as modifying 'expense' in 33 (E.6). "

MR. JENNER: "Have we decided in so far as 'in whole or in part' that it

would be the sense of the Comrmttee that the cmurt have the discretion ether

to assess all of the expense of transcription or part of it, and not msrfly

that the rule should be drafted in terms that he can assess part only. I

gather that is the consensus of the Committwe."

MR. FRANK: 'I think your argument is persuasive, but in oxder to avoid

chewing the same thing twice shouldn't we approve tentatively who we have

got ;in 30(c) subject to the fact that we may wish to go further -- but shouldnt

we go at least this far and got it behind ue?"

MR. JOINER: '"herent in this is whether we want to back up a little bit

and not require the transcription al all which the rule does at tae presen

time.

MR FRANK: "A11 we need to do -- we mean to say that if we were going to

require the transcript then the cost should be assessable."
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MlR JOINER: '-That takes us to the question an to whose burden it is to go

to the court.'

MR. JENNER: "Wholly apart from that if it is written up where it

is required to be written up ,if the expense is incurred in writing it up

there is still the question who should be sseeed the expense."

MR. JOINER: "I think we really would not be very well received if we make

an amendment to this rule and then a year later come back with another

amendment to the very same rule - modifying It in somo way."

PROFESSOR WRIGHT: "I am sympathetic to Professor Joiner's point that

this is probably something you might not want to circularise at the present

time. I still think it might be helpful to the Reporter if we were to agree that

in the light of our present knowledge this is something which we think is

in good form so that we wouldn't have to worry about it. Now, later when we

finally decide to put it out in the light of the discovery etudy, we mAy want

to put it out in vastly different form. But if we could at least kill It off now

I ehould think it would at least help Professor Kaplan"

M1 ACHESON: "Would this help you? "

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "Yes, It would, but I would tzke it subject to all of

Charlie Joiner's very serious objections[ ?]. This represents a good

grammatical statement but the sense of It may have to be altered after the

study is made."
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MR. J:NNER: "I so move, Mr. Chairman.

MR. JOINER: " I am sorry I am pressed to this. I want to put ti issue

to you because if we are going to approve it in this form. this mean we

are approving at this time of (1) a requirement that all depositios, be writtes

up in the absence of an agreement to the contrary. and (Z) a requirement that

the person who takes a deposition to begin with must pay that deposition,.

that cost of transcription, unless he ca got an order from the cow"t other.

wise, and I think this is wrong. I think if we are going to approve anything

at this time we ought to move in the othe k 4irection even if it is tentative.

We ought to rnove In the direction, recognizing that there are many depostions,

that are taken that do not need to be written up In the absence of a request

of one party or the other, and (2) that the person who makes the wquest that

it be written up should boar the additional burden. in the bsence of an order

of the court to the ctnrary, of paying the expenses, leaving again to the court

the obligation to isplit the cost.

MR. ACHESONt "I apologize, because I thought the motion that had been put

was one agreeing with you,"

MR.dJOINER: "I thought you were trying to approve this i the form that

Is in (C).

MR. JENNER: "Only that we at least with all this discussion approve the

language of lines 46, 47, 48 and 49 and were leaving open without prejudice

the points you have raised, We at least make the progress that this draft
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required to be written up, there stl will be some that will be written up

and you will have disposed of at least this point at the Moment tentatively.

MR. ACHESON: "Now I am mixed up. If we approve lines 46, 47, 48 and 49

then we are approving what Professor Joiner disapproves."

MR. JNNER: "No, it is not."

MR. JOINER; "The language of 46, 47, 48 and 49 places the initial burden

upon the person taking the deposition to pay for the cost of transcrition

unless he gets an order of the court to the contrary. I think this is wrog.

I think the initial burden for paying for the cost of transcription of a deposition

should be upon the per-on requesting a copy, or requesting that the deposition

be transcribed. gunless an order to the contrary is entered leaving the same

discretion in the court as provided in this rule."

JUDGE MARIS: "Now, that is impossible to phrase in this present draft

unless you change in the preceding requirement that everyone shall be wriften

up. You can't have your proposal in unless you go whole hog. U you approv

this, you are really disapproving what Professor Joiner suggested.

MR. DOUB: "If Professor Joiner's proposal wore adopted it would

multiply depositions enormously."

LUN CHEOr

MR. ACHESON: "Doesn't this raise again the undesirability of trying to go

at this thing piecemeal? I think we really ought to have a full study before

we begin to take up points like this."



MR. JENNWR: "If I made a motion I withdraw it." (laughter)

PROFESSOR KAPLA: "Who Meys the initial cost of the sonograiherts

time in your state?

MR. JOINER: "The person taking the deposition. The only thing In question

is the cost of transcribing the original copy.

TOPI E: fl(sCOVERfRY OF PHYXCAL OR MENTAL COIIITION OR
BLOOD RELATIONSHIP: RULES MO(a) W(bI(, 370!11(3)

The proposal is to enage 35(a) in two respects: (1) to include

blood oaxnination where blood relationship in in controversy, and (A)

to enable a court to make an order against a party to produce a third

person for physical or mental examination or for blood exansnation,

The second change Is a change in the section proviuion of 37(b)(2) to

correapond the enlargement and alteration of 35(a).

A suggestion was offered to include the word "employee" as well as

"agent" in 35.

Professor Wright suggested in the aote,rather than referring to an

unpublished diaixict court opon in Colorado. there should be a reference

to Judge Gourley's decision in the Dinsel [spelling?] case. The Reporter

agreed.

Judge Thomsen made a motion that the Committee tentatively approve

subsection (a) with the addition of the word "employee." The motion was

adopted.
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After discussion of 35(b), Mr. Frauk suggested that in the light

of suggestions for improvement (1) to includ, automatic delivery of

repor without a request. and (2) that it extend to diagnostic material,,

Rule 35(b) be passed over and no definitive action be taken at thin time.

TOPIC F. SANCTION FOR UNJIUSTIFIED FAILURE TO ADMT OR DENY

(rhis to the last ftem having to do with discovery)

The present proposal is to extend sanction to the case where a party

did not ;give a sworn denial, but refused to admit or deny on the ground

that he did not have the information. It does not attempt to enlarge or change

the duty which rests an the person upon whom a request for an admision

has been served,

Mr. Jwmer suggested it would simplify the rule and accomplish the

result if you merely provided that a lack of sufficient information upon which

to admit or deny is for the purpose of the roe a denial. Mr. 3enner rather

favored an amendment to Rule 36 rather than this rule.

The Committee tentatively approved 37(c).

TOPIC G. DISMISSAL FOR LACK OF INDISPENSABLE PARTY:
RULE 4 1tb}

It was moved and seconded that the Reporter' amendment be

approved. The motion was adopted.



TOIC HI. POST-VERDICT MOTIONS: RULE: 50(b c) (d)

Judge Thornsn moved the approval "in principle" of the fret change

in 50(b) "Not later than ten days after entry of judgment." It was seconded

by Professor Elliott.

"In Principle" the motion was approved.

Mr. Frank moved the disapproval of the second change - "A motion

for a new trial shall be treated as including, as an alternative, a motion

for judgment notwithstanding the verdict based on the grounds previously

stated for the motion for a directed verdict, and the court shall pass upon

the motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict as well as the motion I
for a now trial. " Judge McIlvaine seconded Mr. Frank's motion.

After discussion, a vote was taken and 4 members voted approval -

the remainder of the Committee disapproved the amendment.

The Committee then considered the proposed amendmenta to 50(c)

and (d). After discussion, the Comznnittee voted in fever of the Reporter's

amendments Profeesor Wright abstaining from the vote,

TOPIC I. SUMMARY JUDMET. RL E L69 ~e~.

After discussion, Mr. Joiner made a motion to tentatively approve

the Reporter's draft. Mr. Frank seconded the motion with the proviso
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that the Reporter ctmoider overnight whether this language is really

enough better than the 1955 language to be worth pitting this burden on those

states which have adopted the 1955 language.

ADJOURNED FOR THE DAY AT 5:OS npm

MONDAY MAYn, 1961

TOPIC J. JURY DEMANDS IN REMOVED CAES; MiN7OR CHANCES IN
APPLICABILITY PRtOVISION3: RULE 8lMN)4)6)._ (f),U

The Reporter's recommendation covers two cases3 the case where

an express and timely demand has been made under state law for the jury.

In that case the ride would say that the demand need not be repeated. The

further demd need not be made after removal. There is occasional danger

where, according to state practice no express demand is needed at al.

Judge Mars suggested where there is no statement on the record that a

jury is wanted, it should be open to the judge to go to the partoe and ask

if they want a jury, and hold them to that statement. That could be done

in the court's discretion and at any time. Judge Mario suggested adding

something to the effect "unless the court directs him to state whether he

desires a jury" qualifying the statment that he need not mke a demand.

Professor More proposed an amendment to cut out in line 55 of the

Reporter's draft, after the comma, the words "or who according to state

law is not required to make an express demand in order to claim trial by

jury.

A vote was taken -- four were In favor, the majority opposed.

The amendment was not adopted.
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A vote was then taken on the amendment proposed by Judge Maria.

The amendment was adopted.

With the amendment as proposed by Judge Marie, the Reporter's

draft was adopted.

TOPIC K. VARIOUS AMENDMENTS OF THE FORMS

After discussion, Professor Elliott moved that the Reporter's recoin

mendations be approved. The motion was adopted.

TOPIC L. & M. REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON RULES 6(a) AND
77(c) (SATURDAY CLOSING OF CLERKS' OFFICES) AND RULE 58 (ENTRY
OF JUDGMENT

Judge Thomasen as Chairman of the Subcommittee appointed to consider

the problem in December, made a report.

With respect to Rule 6(a) the Subcommittee proposed: (1) that the

rule should be amended to provide that Saturday be treated in the same

way as a legal holiday: (2) that a definition of the term I'legal holiday"

should be included substantially as in 1I U. S. C. A. 1(18) or in Executive

Order No. 10358 following 5 U. S. C. A. 86a; (3) that the rule should apply

to the computation of peziods of time prescribed or allowed by the local "les

of any district court, as well as by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,

order of court, or any applicable statute; and (4) that the last sentence

dealing with ;half holidays be eliminated.
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With respect to Rule 77(c) the Subcomnmittee recommended (1)

that the Clerks' oces shoul be closed on Saturday unlese the azetrict

court provides by local rule that the clerkls office shall be open during

specified hours on that day; and (2) that a district court should be given

authority to provide by local rule or order that the clerk's fie*. should be

open on specified stae legal holiday. which are not federal legal holidays.

Judge Maria made an observatan not having to do with the subject

under discussion that after the subcommittee to consider Saturday closing

of clerks' offices was appointed, the general matter of procedure was given

consideration at the last meeting of the standing Committee, which felt

it was unwise to appoint subcommittees. That Committee felt that every-

thing ought to be considered by the full group upon a report by the Reporter,

not excluding, of cour", extraordinary watters.

Professor Elliott suggested a minor amendment in the proposed

draft of Rule 6(a). In referring to legal holiday*, he proposed the dletioa

of the words 'the Governor or the legislature of [the stte])". and smply

use the words "by the state", to take care of the possibility that a state

constitution in some instances establishes a holiday.

With the amendment suggested, the Committee adopted the drafts

of Rules 6(a) and 77(c).

Judge Thoinsen then gave the report of the Subcommittee with respect

to Rule 58. The Committee suggested the insertion of the following sentence

between the second and third sentences of the present rule:
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An opinion or memorandum of the judge shall not be deemed

a direction for the entry of judgment; but there may be appended

to the opinion or memorandum an order signed by the judge

directing the entry of a particular Judgment.

The Committee also suggested the inclusion of the following state-

menrt in the Advisory Cormittee's note to the proposed amendment to

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
this rule:

When a judgment, decree or order is directed to be

entered by an order appended to an opinion or memorandum,

the clerk should be careful to indicate on the docket that

the judgment, decree or order has been entered, in addition

to noting that the opinion or memnorandum has been filed.

During the discussion of .ule 58 the Chief Justice paid a visit to

the Committee and addressed the members informally as follows:

"Gentlemen: This isn't something that I asked to do myself.
But during the coffee break I was asked by some of the members of the
committee to express myself on my view of the manner in which your
work should be presented to the Supreme Court for actions, the question
being whether you should do it as you complete specific pieces of work,

ow whether you could hold all of the work until you had a substantial amount
and then present it. I told them I knew you were going to discuss that,

and I told them I would be perfectly willng to express my views -- not
for your guidance, because I want you to do it the best way you think is

adapted to the advancement of the cause - but I told them I would at least
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express my own views on how it could best be done, and they
would be something like this.

"I think that when we are engaged in governmental work of this
kind the best way to make progress is to make a little progress from

day to day. and not to hoard everything we have done for a period of
years and then present it all at one time. There are a good many
reasons for doing that in this situation. One of them is that one of
the reasons the Court urged the setting up of these committees io to
relieve it from a great deal of work. So I think if the Court would get thesoe
rules, proposed changes, from time to time, where we could look a
one situation and say 'that's all uight;' and let it go through, that it would
be much easier on the Court, than to waft until you had completed a volume
of work in a variety of fIelds, and then call for a committee of our Court
to sit down and, anysge it and see how it would affect us.

"So, I think that's one reason it would be better to present whatever
you have whenever you are ready to make your report to the Court.

"Then, we are the creature of the Congress and we go to the Congress
every year asking for money to keep the committees alive, and if we don't
have something tangible to point to as an accomplishment of the committees,
they say 'What are those committees doing over there anyway. They just
sit around -- don't produce anything -- here It's been a year, two years,
and nothing has come out of them. We don't think you need that', and
they start cutting u down, cutting us down, until the first thing you know
we might die on the vine.

'On the other hand, if we keep something going through all the time,
it will indicate life and action and so forth on the committees, and I think
that it would be good from that standpoint to report things as you do them.

"Now, I suppose that soe of you have a little concern because the
Court was not unanimous in reporting the things that you did suggest. I
wouidnt pay any attention to that. Really it isn't anything that should con.
cern you. Now, we've got nine people in the Court and they all have different
ideas about rules. Some of them don't like rules at all. They don't believe
that we should be hidebound by too many rules. There are others who think
that we should have rules but it isn't any of our business -- we should be
divorced from it entirely, and that it should be entirely in the hands of the
Judicial Conference. There are others who have varying views on the
subject, and you are liable to get a little riding any time a rule comes
through.

'But I am just sure when they are done, like those last ones that
you suggested, that the vast mkjority of the Court will go along and will
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very grateful for what you have done. I wouldn't feel a bit disturbed. One
says it is too important to do so fast -- and another one says it doesn't
amount enough to report on. [laughter]

"In my own opinion, it in exactly right to do what you did do and the
vast majority of the Court feels that way. And all I can do ts just urge you
to do your A* sk in the way you are doing. it leave nothing to be desired as
far as I an concerned.

"Dean, I don't know whether that will enlighten you one bit, but it
id my view of your work."

The Committes resumed its discussion of Rule 58.

Mr. Louisell thought that the matter was one that called for additional

comprehensive study.

Professor Wright said that if the committee adopted the subcommittee's

proposal, alteration would be required in the existing second sentence of

Rule S8, since under the subcommittee's proposal the judge would be direct-

ing entry of the particular form of judgment in every case, while the present

second sentence requires him in oome cases to set or approve the form of

judgment and in other cases not. He did not agree with Judge Clark's proposal

but was sympathetic to what he understood to be his point of view -- that It

the danger of delay in order to accommodate counsel. One possibility sug-

gested -- to add in the final sentence of Rule 58 "entry of judgment shall

not be delayed for protection of cause". "nor save for good cause shall it

be delayed for approval of counsel."

V-l
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In Mr. Jenner's opinion the area of difficulty is the problem of making

sure that the judge is specific when he wants a judgment entered.

A verbal change was suggested in the proposed amndxment to Rule 58

to make it read "An opinion or memorandum of the judge is not a direction

for the entry of judgment: rather than 1shall not be deemed. "

Mr. Jenner suggested the draft should be changed to reA as folows:

An opinion or memorandum of the judge is neither a judgment

nor a direction for the entry of judgment, but there shall be

a judgment or n order signed by the judge directing the entry

of the particular judgment separate from the opinion or memorandum.

It was concluded that the proposed Rule 58 would be approved in

principle and the Reporter would be given an opportunity to reconsiderI

through the medium of attempting to prepare appropriate forms.

FUTURE PLANS OF THE COMMITTE

The Chairman asked for 4tecusmlon of the duture plans of the Committee

whether any of the rules tentatively adopted at this meeting would be trans.

mitted to the standing Conmittee -- or what action should be taken o, this

group of rules.

MR. ACH O: R"Are we contemplating now putting another group of published

amendments up to Judge Marlats Comittee asking them alter consideration
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of them to pass them on to the Judicial Conference, to publish them, and

then on to the Supreme Court, Is that what we want to do with this group

of actions which we have taken? If we do want to do that, are we prepared

now to take definitive action about anything in regard to discovery?"

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "Suppose we took all of these tentative votes

obviously there is a good deal of redrafting to be done. In some cases

there is real original exploration. Suppose we point toward circularizing

this Comrmittee, as we have done in the past, by correspondence through

the summer with a view to reaching a draft agreeable to us aMl to be put to

your standing Conunittee at its August meeting.

[Judge Mario responded that it need not be at a meeting of the

standing Committee but could be at any time]

This would require some time. If we look ahead to a circularization and

approval sometime during the summer we could contemplate a printng

and promulgation to the bench and the bar, say in September. 1 that

feasible ?

JUDGE MARIS: "Any tinme you are ready."

MR. ACHESON: "Are we still willing to go ahead when there is perhaps

some doubt even in the Committee as to whether we are right. Do we want

to have discussion on an incomplete job of work here ?"
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MP. FRANK: "I have a feeling we've got to get the job done. The Chief

has given us a clear indication that he wants us to move on a regular annual

basis and it is up to us to produce. Ben has our suggestion1. He knows our I
thoughts -- we have come to our conclusions, and I would think if he givs us

a draft that fairly overwhelmingly as to almost a1I of them when he says they

are ready to go we will think they are ready to go. Gould we compromrse

it by having us proceed by mail, with the thought that if so many as three

members of the Committee express doubt in a response then that particular

rule will be held over for further discussion. But it our ecquieseence in the

written recommendation is at the 80 percent point, then lets get those out to

the bar so that we've got something for 1963"

MR. AQCHNS: "Did we reach more than tentative agreement on these

discovery matters yesterday?"

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "My impression was that we were to think about this

again and decide which of these discovery matrs was in such form and

dealt with such a subject matter that we could contemplate promulgating them

together with the other amendments, even though we, of course, know that the

general study of discovery lies back of this. My feeling about that is that with

the exception of these amendments on 30(b) and (c), the others could go.

They could be promulgated at the same time as the other changes.

MR. ACHESON: "That is the ones on discovery?"

I



JUDGE MARIS: "You'd postpone discovery."

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "No, send them out now as we send out other amendments

of the sort 'we have been discussing these last two days."

JUDGE MAIUS: "Without waiting for the end of the discovery study?"

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "That Is right."

MR. ACHESON: "How does that affect Mr. C;urrie's Committee which at

great labor just brought his discovery rules into accord with civil discovery?

Then we start out going apart again. Is that important or unimporta ?"

PROFESSOR CU13UE: "As I indicated yesterday. Mr. Chairmam, don't feel

that the irt erests of the Admiralty Committee would be in any way an impedi.

meIat to anything this Committee wants to do. On the other hand, there ate

eslential areas now in which the Admiralty Rules are identical with the Civil

Rules, and I would hope that the work of the two Committees might be so

coordinated that any proposed revisions in these areas of idemmy might

be jointly or at least simultaneously proposed. Thi. refers to the discovery

amendments and the amendments to the section on summary judgment, which

is also in a common area.

"Of course I can't speak for the Committee, but my impression is

that there is nothing very controversial in the event of any distinct admiralty

reaction to these. Our only problem is timing. Our present plan in that the
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Admiralty Conmutee will not meet again until September. There may,

however, be a possibility of getting the Consensus of the Admiralty Committee

as to these proposals by mail in the meantime as you consider doing here.

And I don't think it is a serious problem if you want to give attention to it.

"There Is one little thing that troubles me just a bit, and that is

that assuming the best in terms of time schedules and coordivAtion and

agreement between the two Committees, we would be confrorded with a slight

embarrassment in posibly amending net year the rules Watch we are just

now adopting. I don't think that is terribly serious, but I don't think we ought

to mak ahabit of it B just by way of mphasing what Ithil to the

importance of this, I think that we are moving in the direction of a long range

goal of possibly complete uniformity. We have achieved a very encouraging

degree of uniformity andit seems to me, at least as important that we care

about retaining uniformity where we have achieved it as between Admiralty

and Civil Rules as it does uniformity with the states which have adopted

civil practices. . . I think with a little effort we might perhaps be able

to submit a Joint or simultaneous proposal on the changes and if so that would

be desirable."

U- R. ACHESON: It seems3 to me that adds up to quite a lot. Of course this

is Judge Maria's worry ~but if he and the Supreme Court are trying to bring
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these rules together, it does seern to me rather silly for us to immediately

create divergence within a few months of the adoption of the rules by your -

Conmnittee. That does not seem to me that is the way to run a railroad.

You're going to run into one another instead of gohng parallel. "

'If these rules were of world-shattering importance -- that is

something else. Then you might immediately amend yours. If they ae not of

great importance, why can't we adopt them, if we are convinced they are

right, put them in the deep freeze and take them out whenever we can persuade I

your Committee to take them out, and thereafter under the coordinating strong

hlnd of Judge Maris not change any Civil Rule where you have adopted a similar

one without having his Connmrnttee coordinate the change,"

JUDGE MARIS: "I think so, yes. It isn't only Judge Pope's Committee but

the Supreme Court has just adopted within the last month these Admiralty

Rules. Now, if you go to the Court and say these are not really right, these

changes ought to be made, some of the Judges mright well say, 'Why didn't

you think about this before we did?' I really think it would be better to hold

them for a while.

PROFESSOR KAPLAN-: "Let me see that I understand this. Will the Admiralty -

Committee work during the summer just as our Committee is committed to

work during the summer? 9

A`
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PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "That is, why can we not circulate to your Committee

as well as to this one . . . the proposed changes in discovery and then move

forward simultaneously in September."

e g * @ * 5 0

"If these rules are prepared Mid distributed over the summer. they

could equally well be distributed with an appropriate covering letter from

you [Professor Currie] or Judge Pope to the members of the Admiralty Com-

mittee as well, This is an internal distribution."

PROFESSOR :CURRIE: "This is all I could possibly ask for - a reasonable

opportunity to take joint action."

PROFESSOR KAPL ANI "If these drafts are distributed as well to your Coom.

mittee as to ours, you might then need an extra meeting which might be

unnecessary for us. But the two Committees could march along with even

step.

MR. FRANK: "Ben, could we live with this? If during the summer you will

distribute to this Commrittee, and I think tentatively agree,, subject to a ruIe

of three. you will be able then to give to the public -- could we add to the rule

the fact that if the Admiralty Committee disagrees as to any of them, tha too

will go off the public list until there has been a chance to be a meeting?"

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "Thlt would be very satisfactory."

MR, FRANK: "And then that would permit you to have a public meeting in the

fall after the Admiralty Committee had met."

A;



PROFESSOR MOORE: "May I ask a question. In relation to discovery as

opposed to say the impleader rule and the supplemental pleading rule, I

think such rules as those and summary judgment -- you are more or lose

satisfied that that is what those particular rues need? Now you got over into

discovery and you come out with a few ittle proposals. What are you going

to tdl the bar? That this 1. just a nilbble at discovery? . . . Discovery

is something that the bar - some are very critical - roms are very laudatory.

They've all got ideas. If you come out with just a few of these rules proposals

they are going to wonder it this the real treatment of discovery by the com.

mitteos."

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "It 1t very evident that when the generql study of

discovery is made it will probably be found advisable to rewrite those rules.

I think the rule that guided me in saying that wo might well promulgate 30(a)

and some of the others is that In principle there is likely to be no change

from the standard here adopted. For example, I see no possibility that a

fresh set of rules will negative the principle that the court ought to control

the order in which depositions are taken. I sea no chance that there wil be

anything seriously undercutting the principle that there should be blood

examination, or that an order should go against the party for the production of

a third person for a physical or mental or other examination. It is where I

i-

,.
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find a rule here which in principle is likely to abide I see no particular

reason why we should not go ahead with it. Although I have no urgency about it,

I must conlfess. It is just an orderly way of going ahaAd.

JXUDGE MARIS: "In the first one that you mentioned you wouxld find I think a

good deal of acceptance with the Advisory Committee on Admiralty Rules.

The elimination of the preemption document -- some members of that Committee

I think feel very strongly on that subject.

PROFESSOR MOORE: "But they feel very strongly that leave of court should

not be required to start taking deposition. immediately upon the commencement

of the admiralty suit."

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "We are looking forward hopefully to suggestion* from

the Admiralty Committee on that score.

PROFESSOR CURRIE: "I am not sure I heard -r you mean the time for takng

depositions ?"

JUDGE MIARIS: "The court controlling the order -- the preemption so-called.,"

MR. ACHESON: "Judge Maria, am I all wrong? This is a field abov which I

know nothing. But it would seem to me that if we go about this thing the way

we are proposing to do, it would give people who do not-like the whole rule-

maling process, or who are just naturally critical, an opportUnty to say that

this really is a pretty disorderly performace. Nothing in coordiated. Nobody
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knows what anybody else is doing4 The Supreme Court is a mere puppet that

gets whipped around by conmittees here that aren't working together. and first

of al it promulgates a new set of rules on discovery. Within two months it

has to change a lot of those because another committee comes up with some. We

are going to have a great study of the matter which is going to do everything

all over. It's all mixed up. I don't see that any of these discovery rules are

Important enough to break up the facade of deep consideration which we want

to create in the public mind. Am I wrong aboutthis?"

JUDGE MARS: "I don't think you are myself. There is a great deal to be aid

for that. If we advertised and announced publicly everywhere we could that we

are engaged in a serious study of discovery and that we are going to come up

with a proposal, we ought to stand on that I think and come up with them when

we are ready to - but not piecemeal e- except in an emergency, I don't think

we *iave to."

MR. AC]HESON , * e "We took up certain rules to consider because -I I don't

know how many years ago it was started, but in 1955 wasn't it, six years ago.

another committee made recommendations about these rules, Six year. ago

another committee thought these were important changes. The Supreme Court

didn't adopt them so six years later we say they must still be the most impor-

taut ones, and we go ahead studying those particular rules -- maybe they are

or maybe they're not. Maybe the rule before or the rule after -- I don't know

because I don't know anything about the field. I wonder whether it wouldn't
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be a good idea for us not to be quite so precipitant about putting things out for

public discussion, and I wonder whether it wouldn't be better now to consider

some way of going at the whole rulemaking business for -- I don't mean for all

time - I mean for the purpose of puatting things out.

"Now, let's turn to the index of the rules and ask Mr. Currie

what are you going to do nest? You have taken Roman V of the 0ivil Rules

for the depositions and discovery as I understand it, Rule Z6 through 37,

and you have gone through all of those those have all been adopted, and

those are being promulgated -- i that right? What are you going to do next?."

PROFESSOR CURRIE: "I think that's a constructive question. Mr. Chairman.

Before our Committee was fully organised and the first meeting of the standing

Committee, ou Committee was requested to give Wority to the study of the

feasibility and desirability of unifying Civil and Admiralty Rules "- much an

law and equity were unified in 1938 give priority to that. Shortly after the

Committee was organised the Supreme Court decided the case of Miner v.

AMlas, withdrawing the discovery practice from the prinpal maritime dis-

tricts in which it had been in uee under local rules, and this precipitated what

-we regarded as something of an emergency. And so we turned our attentionI

to the discovery problem, not with the view of making Improvement. such as

we have been discussing here, but bypassing that just to get the discovery

practice restored substantially in accordance with the Civil Rules.,

-A

.,5
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"Now we have done that, and now we are reverting to the principal

task of studying the feasibility and desirability of an actual merger and when

the members of this Committee get hime they will find this bulky document

which the Administrative Office mailed out on Thursday of last week, which

represents an extremely tentative step in that direction. The members of our

Committee haven't seen this yet, only the Chairman has, and so I can't say

much for it except that many people, particularly the admiralty baUr, d-agnf

understand what we mean when we talk about ufication. There is some
distinctive

extreme notion as to what this means such as abolishing altogether the/charac-

terlstics of the admiralty procedure, jurisdiction or even substantive law.

And this has been gotten up mainly as a kind of mock up as we call it to show

what a set of unified rules might conceivably look like, and what sort of

problems would be encountered if there were to be a merger. I
MR. ACIHESON: "We have tentatively decided, had we not Mr. Reporter, that

the nexi thing we were going to work on was parties, Roman IV 1

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "There is a start -- a general study of the subject of

parties. How extensive our proposals on that will be we have no idea. That was

one general subject and, of course, the other general subject was discovery,

and I think you will find general agreement that those are the two matters that

ought to be considered. In addtion we are operating with a highly successful ?]

system and on occasion there arise difficulties, The difficulties that were
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apprecaed by the 1955 comniLttees were not sporadic. They were fotmd to be

possible defects in the rules and this was an attempt to patch them up. And

so we are going to have additional propositions on which patchwork is needed.

Some of them suggested an illuminated memorandum by Professor Wright

for example. So we have these two things that we have to hold in balance

particular corrections and then these two major studies."

MR. ACHESON: "What I am trying to de is to find out what both Committees are

thinking about doing so we won't get into the rather unatrative position we

are in now where you adopt something just as we are starting out an a majtr

overhaul of it. We can make that look all right. If we put our discovery changes

in the deep freese for a while, and if we went through all the rest of the 1955

amendments and over this summer promulgated what we wanted to promulgate

about those, exl2aining why this has been dealt with in this sort of skippy fashion.

this wouldn't make your task any harder or easier or dierent, would it?"

PROFESSOR CURRIE: "Apart from the areas in which there is now identify

I don't think anything you do would make our task any harder."

MR. ACHIESON And the only one that we might change in identity is summary

judgient ?"

PROFESR CURkIE: "And discovery,"

MR. ACHESON; "Discovery, I was saying, suppose we don't rock the ba on

PROFESSOR CURRIE: "All those we have discussed today."
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MR. ACiHSON: ,Summary judgment you have just adopted?"

PROFESSOR CUtJRRIE: "Ye, and declaratory judgments

MR. ACHESON: "Then if w4 adopted the rest of the 1955 rules and then went

on to study parties, you could study parties too, can't you? We should try and

got some sort oi system in the hope that we can get these Committees working

together.'

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "The only possible dissent that I can register, and ft

is not a very strong oans by any means, is that it would be possible to run

particular amendmennt of the discovery rules with the cooperation of the

Admiralty Committee, but I would by no means urge that as ol first importance.

For example, I ask you would it be our general feeling that the amendment on

physical examination be defewred for the two or more years which would be

necesary before a general revision of discovery is possible. It may prove

politic simply to postpone this for a while but not to go forward with it in the

fall, but I would hate to have us adopt the proposition that we will not do any-

thing in the discovery field until the general study is completed. That is my

only point of difference"

MR. ACHESON: "I wouldn't necessarily say we would keep it for two years, but

I do really shudder a little bit at the position the Supreme Court Is In when we

promulgate changes in a rule which has not yet come into doatence in admiralty

due to their own statement.
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MR. JOINER: "I arr a little puzzled about the time problem here. We talk about

promulgating rules immediately after the Supreme Court has passe8d the Admiralty

Rules. Perhape my conception of the amount of time that it will take to actually

got the rules effected by the supreme Court is a little bit different than yours.

MR. ACHESON: No, I just meant that if we put out in September to the bar for

discussion changes in rules which the Court had just had in effect in July, this

is a pretty fast change.

MR. JOINER: "I; seems to me that it is going to take almost two years, or a

year and a half from the time that we publish anything for the bar before we

ask the Supreme Court."

MR. ACHESON: "That isn't the timie I am talking about. I am talking about the

lapse of thne between the moment when the Supreme Court P-ys 'these are good

rules for admiralty on discovery. ' Three montas later we say 'these rules arent

very good -- they ought to be changed. I Then we say why don't you tip off the

Chief Justice. He didn't know what was coming on that pitch.

JUDGE MAR15: "I think there is great force in that. I think they ought to be

postponed.

4 . ,. ,

PROFESSOR SMIT: "We propose a rule making 28(b) which is also in the area

of discovery, and we have the amendment of the admiralty rules submitted the

proposasi to Professor Currie suggesting the areas in which we thought improvemet
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should be made. I have recently read the accompanylng report of the admiralty

rules and I got the impreasion from that report that the main purpose of the

adoption of discovery rules at this time was to stop the gap which had been

created by the Miner decision, and that the Supreme Court made no commitmeat

in any way, nor did the Judicial Confrence, as to desability of amendments

which might come up on further study of the Civil Rules. "

JUDGE MAU3S "I really think we ought to alow a little period of time to elapse

between the promulgation of these now admiralty rules and the suggestion that they

really weren't quite right after all that they should have been put in different

form

MR. FRANK: "I have a question on Items in our agenda 1), F and G. I confess

that they seem to be so minor and so trifling I would reach the same result simply

on the ground that they don't much matter. But I do not have the experience

myself to form an opinion as to ft-m E, the matter of physical examinations on

blood and on .... and I simply don't know whether that is in fact a pressing

problem in trial cases in the United States. Can anyone who has more knowledge

and experience advise ;ue as to whether that is a serious and pressing problem or

whether that too is a problem that is more apparent than real ?"

PROPESSOR WRIGHT: "I have just completed a complete study of the decisios

on Rule 35. If is a problem, it does not appear in case law. Blood testa are
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being routinely granted over and over again, There has not been a decision since

Wadlow v. ubert in 1938, which everybody agrees is wrong, which denied a

blood test. As to agents, there are only two cases that I know of -- one is the

unreported Colorado state court decision, which refused to allow it, the other

is Judge Gottrley's opinion which indicated that he would allow it if need be. If

there is pressure to get to this it does not appear in the cases.

,'And I think there is this further problem about doing anything on

Rule 35, which if any rule is urgent apparently some people think this is. And that

iL we cannot aunend Rule 35(a) without amending Rule 35(b). Some amendment

is necessary merely to tie on to the new schenie. Yesterday we could reach

no decision, or even so far as I could detect, any general consensus as to what

we are going to do on 35(b) with regard to reports. I doubt that the difference

in views as expressed in reports is something that can be solved by correspondence.

I think that is something that will have to be studied by the Reporter and we are

ging to want to debate about and find a meeting of the minds about. So, I

can't think that Rule 35, which is the only one of these that seems to me to have

any kind of urgency, is ready to go at this time. "

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "I must say that shakes me. And it seems to me that If

there is any strong feeling that it would be worthwhile postponing action until we

should do it - so let rne recant and suggest that the rule for discovery should be

put in the freeze for at least some period of time. This, of course, would not
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prevent our workdng on them.

MR. ACHESON: 'We ought to bring themA to the point where we are agreed as

far as we can be at this time. "

JUDGE MARIS: "What is being proposed, as I understand it, is simply to defer

their public circulation."

MR. AC{HESON: "This would seemn wise to me."

JUDGE THOMhEN: "I move that we attempt to reach agreement among ourX

selves- on the discovery rules, and to have the admiralty group reach a concurrent

agreement with the admiralty field -- not to be publicly circulated."

A vote was taken and the motion was adopted.

MR. JENNER: "Am I correct in my understanding of Judge Thomsen's sug-

gestion was that as we work through the discovery rules, and we determine

as a matter of policy finally, or reasonably finally, that we think this i. a deoir.

able amendment, we will then circulate that to the Admiralty Committee?"

MR. ACIESON: "We will be working on it together. In fact it would be a good

idea if the two Reporters brought things up to their Committ at the s ame

time so that we would be concurrently working and discussing these matters."

"Do we also agree as to the other matters discussed in accordance with the

Chief Justice's views this morning, that we perfect those over the summer if

we can get agreement by correspondence we do it, If we have to have a meeting

A,
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-7
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in September about it and that we then ask Judge Maria's Committee to circulate

these to the bar with the explanation that this complete* the coneideration of

all matters which were pending from our predecessor, with the excepon of

discovery. ls that a workingschdule that you would likto adopt"?'

It was agreed that there would be some effort to circulawe

PROFESSOR KAPLAN: "There are two further things that do fall within the ange

of the 1955 amendment -- that is the important rule an service of process and

that to veoy defitely connected with the proposal of the Iernational Commission.

P. PROPOSALS REGARDWG SERVICE OF PROCESS AND CERTAIN INCIDENTAL
MATTERS: RULES 4(b). (d)(4), (7), (G). Mi) 1ZialL -301H(1)

The Reporter briefed the Committes an his draft.

Mr. Frank said that in his opinion the Reporter had given the Committee

substantially what it asked for, and that it shoiud be pt on the docket for circu-

1atin to the bar along with the other matters coming out of this session. He

pointed out that this is the one an which the Committee will get the most help

from bar conferences.

Mr. Frank moved that the Committee approve the suggestions in

principle and ask the Reporter to prepare a definitive draft with a definitive

note which he thinks are ready to go to the country on that subject.

Mr. Louisell asked how many ubjects were included and Mr. Frank

said all the matters outlined by the Reporter except the matter on service of

process, the radius problem. To approve the matters considered by the Reporter
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on pages P-1 - P-9 down to No. 2 in the middle of page 9 (line 70 of the draft).

A vote was taken and Mr. Frank's motion was adopted.

[Mr. Joiner said that he very much hoped the Reporter would bring

a draft with appropriate notes to the September meeting regarding the 100

mile radius which if accepted or modified could then be incorporated in the draft

of rules to be submitted to the bar for discussion, and if rejected at that time

would not be incorporated in those rules. Judge Thomsen asked that he consider

the possibility and feasibility of including as an addition to the 100 version rule

the circuit rule.]

Q. PROPOSAL REGARDING SERVICE OF PROCESS ON A PERSON IN A
FOREIGN COUNTRYt: NEW RULE 4A

Professor Smit briefed the Committee on the problems involved in

Rule 4 as seen by his CommBsson.

The Commnittee was urged to give thought and consideration to

Rules 28, 43 and 44 and let the Commission have the benefit of their suggestions.

The Conu2nttee committed itself to a study of Rule 4.

The Chirman expressed the regret of the Committee that Deputy

Attorney General Byron White was unable to attend the -rieeting becaus e of the

emergency in Alabama.

The date for the next meeting was set for Friday and Saturday.

September 8 and 9.

The meeting adjourned at 4:00 pm.


